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Vests came to Skyrim in the form of HotBugs Weapon Collection. It adds a
ton of new weapons, for higher level players and melee-orientated classes,
plus a real coup, the Vesta perk system. Vests adds loads of new weapons

(and even some super-powerful ones), plus the Vesta perk and ability
system, meaning that youll be able to choose which one you want to focus

on for different situations and feel. Its a real inclusion of new things,
however its (obviously) only compatible with the Special Edition. Bethesda

Game Studios unveiled the much-anticipated Dragonborn earlier this month.
This superb expansion adds a brand new North-East region to your

settlement, and its beautiful. The trademark landscape of Skyrim is there,
but its far more heavily themed around Dragons than anything else.
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Modders have realised that with the switch to the new edition of Skyrim, the
textures in the game are getting a little out of date. It could be possible to

load up the game and make the text and dialogue clearer, or to tweak the ai
behaviour around. Its not a highly complex process, but it is possible to do,
and mods like Drenching, Enhanced Textures and Textures for All add a lot
to make everything look just that bit clearer, so thats a good place to start.
But for a more thorough and professional job, you should get the Improving

Dialogue and Mending Inscriptions from Skyrim, which are both long and
very useful mods. Improved Place Names is our favourite interface mod, and

its also an essential for modders wanting to make their own mods and
dialogues. It adds new maps, and corrects many mistakes youd find around

Skyrim.
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Skyrim Special Edition includes the Dawnguard and Hearthfire expansions. It
also includes the Nords unique language, Nord Unique Speech. Overall, the

dialogue in the language isnt vastly different from Skyrims, and some
changes have been made to how numbers are pronounced, but the

difference is clear enough to distinguish it from whatever language youre
used to, if not as engaging as hearing the old-school Saxon you might have

grown up with. Skyrim Special Edition did too little to improve many of
Skyrims most underappreciated features. Both those things are fixed by

Skyrim SE, but others are just less important. The first thing youll notice is a
big visual improvement. As I mentioned earlier, the mod author cooked up a
seperate resolution set for extended graphics, which, with the new features,

make the world look gorgeous. Textures and character models are also
better, especially for the dwarves. This makes the world a lot more fun to
look around in. Level files have also been rewritten, meaning theyre far
easier to edit and understand. Its also easier to get lost in Skyrim now.

Before, it was possible to get so deep into the forests that you could never
tell whether you were near the sea or not. Skyrim Special Edition updates
that, creating new landmarks and major roads. At the same time, it adds

minor roads that lead nowhere or, at least, nowhere youd expect to be. They
appear out of nowhere on a random, random map, giving even more of a
sense of discovery. It also adds nearly a thousand landmarks that you can

spend hours wandering around, returning to and exploring again and again.
These include thousands of shrines and temples, and, as you might have

guessed from the name, many more marketplaces. 5ec8ef588b
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